
Stretch and Challenge – Teaching Tips: 

1.When you plan your lesson, think up two or three meaty questions that 

consolidate the learning from different stages of the lesson. Note them on your 

lesson plan or on slips of paper to give to students who finish activities early or who 

need additional challenge. 

2. If computers are available in the classroom, note down on your plan a relevant 

website and a pertinent research or review question for early finishers to investigate. 

3. Ask students to summarise key points from the lesson or topic in a mind map or 

other graphic organiser. This can be shared with another group or with the whole 

class and peer reviewed. Some learners will respond well to the peer pressure that is 

involved here whereas others will not, so you need to know your group before trying 

this approach. 

4. Ask students to come up with 4 questions that they will want answered in the 

next topic or module, having shown them a content outline. 

5. Have a few standard reflective questions on the wall of the classroom, e.g. What 

have I learnt today? Where else can I use what we have covered today in class? 

What do I need to practise/research/think about at home? When appropriate, direct 

students to think about them and hand in thoughts to you or tell you what they 

came up with. 

6. In each lesson, add slips of paper to a terminology box. Each slip should have a 

different key word from the topic of the day, as chosen by the students. The box can 

be used for quick recycling activities where students self test or test each other in 

pairs. Encourage learners to signal when they are ready for you to check their work 

and then use the terminology box. 

7. Early finishers can create a terminology quiz or match up exercise, using their files 

or textbook or the terminology box for reference. The activity can be used with the 

class in a subsequent lesson, adding an extra level of challenge. 



8. Throughout the lesson, the teacher can use graded questioning targeted to 

individuals, to help challenge students appropriately. It can sometimes be helpful to 

note key questions on your plan, maybe even alongside specific students’ names, if 

you want to check individuals’ progress in a more planned way. This approach can 

really develop your questioning skills as you can then reflect in a more focused way 

on the questions you planned and the impact you noted. 

 


